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No one has rated this review as helpful yet

Not Recommended
0.0 hrs last two weeks / 91.8 hrs on record

Posted: 22 Feb @ 3:33pm

Played this game for a while, and i belong from 3D animation and VFX background. So here will
be some Pros and cons. But first cons as its a long list than Pro's. 

Cons -  
1. This is a pay to win game. Not for free to play players. Game is free to atract whales (if u are
a games u know what i mean)  
2. Very old graphics for 2021. Runs on Java which is very buggy very bad aniamtion. And lots
of errors unmodified which is a serious unfinished thing. 
3. Game have very bad Dev team. They never listen. They will insta ban you never matter how
much you spend. 
4. Well after sometime you will start to loose interest if you are a pro player if u aren't paying
and u decide to come back there is no guarantee that you will get it back.  

Pro -  
1. Detail Building system as this game is here for a long time. Can be a good time pass.
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2 FRIENDS ALREADY OWN THIS GAME:

Silver Moogle 
78.6 hrs / 265.3 hrs

Traslogan 
0.4 hrs
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